SEG GEOPHYSICS FIELD CAMP IN SOUTHERN ITALY 2021
DATA PROCESSING ACTIVITIES

FIELD WORK

OVERVIEW

The participants preliminarily processed the collected data in order to
define a good subsurface model by merging the information retrieved by
each methodology. The data were processed by using the following
softwares: Matlab (gravity), Res2dinv (electrical resistivity). The retrieved
results were organized and discussed in a final presentation by the
participants

SEG Geophysics Field Camp in Southern Italy 2021 was organized by the
University of Naples Federico II SEG Student Chapter in collaboration with
the Department of Earth, Environmental and Resources Sciences of the
University of Naples Federico II. It was held in the week October 11th - 18th in
the Mefite d’Ansanto (Campanian-Lucanian Apennines, Avellino, Italy).
The Mefite d’Ansanto degassing site represents a premier target for highresolution geophysical investigation for the following reasons:
- It is the largest natural emission of low temperature CO2 rich gases, from
non‐volcanic environment, ever measured in the Earth.
- Active faults crossing the reservoir may act as effective fluids pathways
towards the surface. This hypothesis is mainly inferred by seismological
studies (S-wave polarization analyses) and geological field data.
Different methodologies were considered during this field camp:
Gravimetric, Reflection Seismic (with the use of the Minivib) and Electrical
Resistivity. At the end of the field activities, the collected data were
processed, and, during the last day, participants have presented their
discussions about the collected and processed data.

Field camp presentation poster and investigated sites.

EDUCATIONAL AND GEOSCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
Providing to the participants a full geophysical experience by including all
the stages of a geophysical study (acquisition, processing and
interpretation of data) represented the educational purpose of the
organized event. The outcome of these acquisitions will give the
opportunity to merge different geophysical data to obtain a more
accurate model of the subsurface. In particular, the findings were useful to
the whole geophysical and geological community in order to deepen the
knowledge of this structure and the overall comprehension of active
normal faults in the Apennines. This task is of fundamental importance in a
country which has been periodically hit by earthquakes, causing each time
hundreds to thousands of fatalities and the destruction of rural areas or
major cities.
Participants experienced with all the above-listed geophysical
methodologies and, furthermore, they had the great opportunity to take
part in a particular surveys which is the reflection seismic investigation by
using Minivib.
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The participants carried out the field activities divided into groups by alternating on the
different methodologies, when it was necessary. The activities were scheduled as follows:
the first day was dedicated to a geological, geomorphological and geophysical
overview of the survey area and to a theoretical and practical introduction about the
geophysical methodologies and the field activities; the second and third day were
focused on the reflection seismic acquisitions with MiniVib and gravimetric survey; while
the fourth day was dedicated to gravimetric and electrical resistivity.

Preliminary results of the data processing activities. (a) Free-air reduction;
Bouguer slab reduction and Terrain correction (b) results of reflection
seismic profile after preliminary data processing (c) ; Results of electrical
resistivity inversion.

FINAL PRESENTATION
The participants disccussed the collected and preliminarily processed
data at the end of the field camp through a final presentation.
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Group photos related to the first (left) and last (right) days.
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